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COMMENTS ON A&E #190

Ok, prices on the Philco-Novelle Decks are as follows:

	Rapier:  1,882,500; Broadsword:  986,400; Broadaxe:  
289,200 and Bardiche:  432,900.  Note that upgrading also 
costs 1.5 times the normal cost.  On the other hand, 
Philco-Novelle Decks are remarkably resistant to EMP.

IBM-Roland Isis UltraSynth protodeck:  

	MPCP 3//Hardening 5//Memory 100//Storage 100//Load 
5//I/O 10//Music Comp Expert System (skillsoft chip with 
tap) 6//Synth (skillsoft chip with tap) 6//1 general 
purpose slot (can slot a custom utility program without 
using memory).  37.5 Design Points + 2.5 for special 
slot.  Cost 75,000¥.  Best Synth available on the general 
market.

On lasers in SF settings:

	There are two uses of lasers.  The first is in space 
faring combat where the speed of the weapon (lasers 
travel at the speed of light after all) is important, 
where the laser's dependency on linear space for maximum 
power (lasers are more powerful the longer they are) and 
where a large power plant is not a problem, all make 
lasers a rational choice.

	The second is in personal combat settings, where all 
three problems make the laser weapon seem foolish.  
Worse, consider what a 2mm laser really does when it hits 
a target (assuming a short burst of coherent light rather 
than a continuous ray).  It produces a 2mm hole that is 
completely cauterized and that has no collateral shock 
impact.

	Shock disables and kills most of those who die in 
combat.  A combat laser, while the ultimate Geneva 
Convention weapon (i.e. it either kills or it produces an 
almost harmless wound), strikes me as not the weapon of 
choice -- unless it produces a continuous cutting ray or 
beam.

	In comparison, my SNAP transistor fusion weapons 
(producing a blast of energy and lots of EMP/etc.) -- a 
reincarnation of the old sf "blaster" -- are excellent 
personal combat weapons.  Large area of effect, lots of 
shock/incapacitating damage, minimal deflection from 
water, atmosphere, smoke, reflecting surfaces, etc.

	For some interesting comments (and an explanation of 
why our export of our currency as a method of controlling 
inflation is altering our economy) I've been told that 
Stephen Gill & David Law's The Global Political Economy, 
Chapter 10 (published by John Hopkins Press, 1988) covers 
the topic.

	David Dunham:  IBM-Roland's self-modifying code always 
went strange and got messy -- it was supposed to be an 
incentive to buy stable code with full sub-utility 
packages, basically a temporary freebie.  ¶  You'll note 
that no software is currently for sale in my campaign 
under the IBM-Roland trademark so you can draw your own 
conclusions on how successful it was.  ¶  Shareware 
houses lure you in with free software (in the 2 and 3 
point range) and the chance to buy a focus specialization 
(one step more limited than a specialization) in their 
brand of software.

	Thus one might have programming 6//matrix software 
8//brass brand software 9.  ¶  It appears possible to 
combine power and data on lines without excessive noise if the lines are superconducting.  Of course that also 
means that the physical damage on a trace and burn comes 
from 300 volts at 40 amps grounding directly through the 
netrunner's brain. ¶  Note that X-Tree's demo and 
PC-Write's current versions work quite well as lesser 
versions  (the same way that the shareware above is 
described).

For more on high temperature superconductors see 
Scientific American's article on anyons.  ¶  And yes, if 
you had smart switches, a netrunner could turn off your 
overhead light.  If you had mechanical switches, no dice, 
but if your house was wired with superconductor and you 
used taps and software to control everything, then the 
pathway exists for matrix entry and abuse.

Of course I still believe that the "real" 
cyberspace/matrix is a game artifact that exists solely 
for the fun of it.  That is how I use it even with the 
additional batscience.  ¶  Liked your Twelve Worlds 
material.  Your CompuServe campaign should be a winner.

Mark Goldberg:  To be honest, I haven't seen Lee Gold's 
products for ICE, GURPS or HERO games.  That leaves LoTRS 
as both exemplary (of itself) and the best I've seen.  I 
meant no disrespect for Lee.

Compare the "advanced" (lots of karma spent) physical 
initiate NPC in my first zine with the archetype physical 
initiate in the third zine.  With only 20 karma and some 
nuyen (for spell locks) the second character is by far 
superior.  The conclusion I would expect most to draw is 
that furries (and metahumans other than Trolls) are not 
a choice if minimaxing is your goal.

Mark Denman:  Hmm.... the only murderer whose case I am 
familiar with (Reginald Wilson, an attorney I officeshare 
with, was appointed to defend him) was a violent serial 
rapist.  In Texas, at least, capital murder (i.e. with a 
death penalty for the murder) requires proof that the 
individual is extremely likely to murder again.  There 
are very accurate profiles developed from thousands of 
case studies involving repeat offenders that predict who 
will kill again and who will not (most will not).

Most criminals I have defended (including those I have 
been able to have acquitted) seem to commit economic 
(theft) crimes because the opportunity arose.  Many 
violent crimes seem to occur in the combination of some 
provocation (often minimal) and an addiction to anger, 
with strong cultural overlays (e.g. certain cultural 
groups routinely are released from the pen, go home, and 
first thing, beat the spouse and kids.  Members of the 
same race, different culture, have minimal spousal 
violence).

On the "cultural" overlays, certain sex offenders 
"inherit" the problem from exposure to other sex 
offenders.  The Hopi Indians are currently facing a 
severe ethics and societal problem.  Prior to the 1980s, 
the Hopi had no pedophilia.  Then, a non-Hopi teacher 
molested over 30 Hopi children.  Pedophilia occurs in 
about 30 to 60% of all those molested as children, 
virtually not at all in those not molested.

How do you protect the rest of the children without 
unfairly harming/stigmatizing the victims?  (Kind of like 
the FRPG question of what to do with those the vampires 
have bitten but who are not displaying symptoms -- yet).  
Note that the Hopi are exempt from certain civil rights 
considerations (for example, the Supreme Court has 
allowed them to discriminate on the basis of religion, 
based on their reservation status) and thus can take 
"protective" steps most communities are not allowed.

REVIEWS

PLOTS UNLIMITED.$399.00 (demo disk $9.95), Ashleywilde 
Publishers, 1-800-833-PLOT.  This is the old Plotto 
reduced to software.  Neat stuff.  Also WritePro has a 
series of writing lessons.  The Sixpack (mention W/Pug) 
Page  of Falling Fire 3, copyright 1991 Stephen R. Marsh
with book & audio cassette, The WritePro Corporation, 43 
Linden Circle, Scharborough, NY  10510 (914) 762-1255 
$119.95.  Good stuff for writers or plotters.

"MONSTERS" (for Shadowrun)

	Blood Trolls (HMHVV final stage infection trolls).
 	Identification.  Blood Trolls are usually identical to 
trolls excepting that the teeth are regular and no dermal 
calcification is present.  They are remarkably attractive 
for trolls.  Habitat.  While they prey on sentient 
beings, blood trolls are usually non-urban.  Habits.  
Blood Trolls consume essence, but also consume the flesh 
and blood of living creatures in order to survive. 
Commentary.  Blood Trolls have their own language (not 
genetically inculcated).  Standard Attributes are B 11/2; 
Q 3x3; S 9; C 4; I 2; W 2; E 6+, R 4.  Add current 
essence (E + drained essence, limit 6, lose one point of 
drained essence per hour [note, essence drain is 
temporary so essence gain is substantially shorter]) to 
all attributes (current essence/4 is added to 
intelligence).  Current essence can be calculated as 
6+d6.

	Range.  Current known range is North and South 
America, Northern Europe.  Powers.  Enhanced Physical 
Characteristics (all, except intelligence enhancement is 
x ¼); Enhanced Senses (sight and smell); Essence Drain 
(temporary); Fear; Immunity (age, pathogens, normal 
weapons); Regeneration; Venom.  Weaknesses.  Allergy 
(sunlight, extreme; water, moderate); dietary requirement 
(living food); vulnerability (x2 steps instead of the 
standard one) (wood, silver, plastic, ferrous metals); 
[no essence loss]. // They have (Str)L1 claws/bite.  
Ersatz Note.  All transformations of human strains to 
awakened variations appear to have interim states.  Thus 
an Ork is a partially transformed Wendigo, a Troll or 
Dzoo is a partially transformed True Troll, an Elf or a 
Banshee is a partially transformed High Elf, etc.

	Ixtililxochitl (Esh tleel sho cheetl -- in case you 
ever wondered at the "correct" pronunciation of the D&D 
monster I published in Blackmoor) (cf the actual 
historical Works of Ixtililxochitl for the inspiration on 
the name.)

	Amphibians with HMHVV is how they are commonly seen.  
Identification.  The Eshteel (as they are sometimes 
called) appear as a cross between an Incubus (giant land 
dwelling Awakened Octopus) and giant rays about 5' across 
at the wings and with six to eight trailing tentacles.  
Habitat. Warm salt waters and coastal land areas.  
Habits.  The Eshteel prey in small groups, have an 
Aztec-like social structure and religion, and are 
sentient.  Commentary.  The Eshteel are remnants of the 
fifth world and are known to ally with the sea elven 
Sayyagn septs.  Standard attributes are the same as 
elves.  Only one in ten has HMHVV, all have innate and 
active magic.  Genetic sampling from the sole captive 
taken shows similarities to elven genetic markers.

	Range.  Current known range is Central and South 
America, Mediterranean and Indian Oceans.  Powers.  
Enhanced Physical Characteristics (Quickness, Reaction); 
Enhanced Senses (hearing and smell); Essence Drain (only 
the HMHVV individuals); Immunity (age, pathogens); 
Regeneration (limited, each action reduce damage track by 
one box); Speed (x 3 for [essence] actions per day), 
Venom (cloud).  Weaknesses.  Allergy (sunlight, extreme; 
mercury, mild; nitrates, moderate; silver, extreme); 
vulnerability (silver, plastic).  // They have (Str)L1 
claws/bite, 20 points of magic spells, level d3+1 
initiation.  90% shaman/10% hermetic (all HMHVV infected 
individuals are also hermetic magic users).  Ersatz Note.  
The Eshteel transformation may be a curse that afflicts 
sea elven hermetic mages much like the Wendigo afflicts 
Ork shaman. 

	(Query?  What do you think of my adding Ersatz Notes 
to the descriptions?  I wanted to add scholarly tags that 
look good but that have flaws.  Ersatz seemed to be the right word for it).

Additional Weapons for Shadowrun.

Flails: Ko-Budo Nunchaku (Str-1)M2 stun or (Dex+1)L2.  
Chain (Str+1) L1.  Three Section Staff (Str)M2 stun or 
(Str)L1.

Staff is (Str+1)M2 Stun or (Str)M1.  Club is (Str)M2 
stun, Sap is (Str-1)M2 stun.

MORE COMMENTS

Lee Gold:  I read the traditional Arabian Nights many 
times as a child and Richard Burton's Arabian Nights once 
as an adult.  Your observations about adventuring as a 
woman in the milieu are right on point.

Alison Brooks:  Your zine was RAE and also saved in my 
semi-permanent archives.  Well done.

David Nalle:  Appreciated the Corps review.

Steve Gilham:  RAE #119 //  If you will check the 
statistical base compiled by the U.S. Justice Department 
(abstracted at Congressional Record 16 April 1986, Daily 
Edition pH1894-1901) 12 per 1,000 blacks convicted of 
murder were given the death penalty -- 16 out of every 
1,000 whites convicted were given the death penalty.  
1.1% of all black death row inmates were executed, 1.7% 
of all white death row inmates were executed.  On appeal, 
2% more blacks were released than whites as the result of 
appellate rulings.

Spike Jones:  You ought to browse The Whole Earth 
Catalogue's FRINGES OF REASON on PSI.  The section is 
excellent.  ¶  Note that DC's The Green Arrow lost his 
sidekick to heroin in the 1970s.  ¶  5 element systems 
are older than 4 element systems for elemental magic.  
Rather than the "face-off" system used by some moderns, 
it is more of a paper, scissors, stone series (e.g. Water 
> Fire > Dark, etc.), which maintains the dynamic tension 
better.

Scott Bennie:  Di Tillo faced the difficulty in 
roleplaying peace and responded with emotional violence.  
Not a good start.  The problem with peace is that some 
groups lose with peace who would win (or think they would 
win) with violence.  E.g. violent criminals loose with a 
peace solution.

Robin Laws:  I've played only a little Shadowrun -- Mark 
Goldberg has played a lot more.  ¶  Really appreciated 
your comments.  

Lyndon Baugh:  Oops, I'd forgotten the Blue Moon 
heroquest when I sent off my list to TALES OF THE 
REACHING MOON for their heroquest issue.  ¶  You can have 
fun with the following rule of magic:  Metal suppresses 
levin (sky fire/electricity) and worked metal suppresses 
fire (oxidation of any kind).  Metal wires suppress 
electrical currents, worked metal barrels and shell 
casings suppress gunpowder (though rice paper rocket 
tubes do not).  ¶  The fun with these rules is that they 
are traditional rules of magic, and thus not just crocks 
I made up.  They can be worked around with the right 
approaches, if anyone thinks to work on the problem (a 
big "if").

Kathy & MIke Luzzi:  RAE, especially the inclusion of a 
bibliography.


Dancer, Rust, Dew & Flame dropped by to check on a call 
from Rust's Fixer.  After about getting their tails blown 
off at a stuffer shack (a Shadowrun 7-11 sort of place), 
they had gotten a little more cautious.  Still, a 
straightforward five day bodyguard gig sounded good.  
Better, it was a run guarding Rust's favorite rocker, a 
new talent with the handle Mercurial.

	Things got off to a smooth start while the team was 
talking terms with Mercurial's new agent -- a real dirt 
bag who had slipped her away from one of the cleanest 
agents in the biz.  The old boy had started at a low 
offer and wouldn't budge when Dew's aspen leaf pendant 
began to pull at her ear.  Three hostiles thought they 
were sneaking down the corridor.  Never did see razor 
guys fold so fast for a sleep spell.

	[Dew has detect enemies, extended range, spell locked 
down solid.  Over 50% of the Shadowrun scenarios feature 
sudden surpise attacks by guys with automatic weapons.  
The spell is a must have.  Dew's priorities were Magic 4, 
Tech 3, so she can afford it.] [The guys were on a combat 
drug that reduces will to 1.  Will is used to resist 
sleep . . .]  Mindprobe brought out some images of an 
expensive mage, but midway through all three razors died 
from drug side effects.  Some nasty biz that, and good 
for a raise.

	Obviously we took the contract and split.  Someone had 
called Lone Star [the replacement for the cops] even 
though the dust had gone down as quiet as soft.  We split 
for a safe house we'd set up while Rust tagged 
Mercurial's manager with a bug.  Got to watch those 
sleazoids.

	Prooved out too.  First thing he does is spill his 
guts about our location to some yakusa trash he is 
counting to back up our bodyguarding.  Spikes.  While he 
was in the bathroom making his call, Wire contacted a 
netrunning buddy for the news on the street.  Not good.  
10k nuyen, just for us.  Dew called the squatters who she 
looks out for and told them to turn in our safe house -- 
Foley had queered it anyway.  Heh, 10k nuyen is the sort 
of thing to make friends.

	Then we moved up to Mecurial's condo, figuring the 
false trail to ground we laid would clam things up for a 
while.  We decided to run down the reward ourselves 
(using a safely cut-out phone -- what's a decker for, 
eh?), set the decker at play to cut through several bases 
(including our "employer's") and slipped out to visit the 
old agent by surprise.  We took Mercurial and Foley along 
for the fun, having Rust keep them in his car while Dew 
and Flame dropped in (well bugged) to have a chat.

	Midway through, Dancer called in to let us know that 
the "reward" guy was a friend of Foley's -- and coming to 
pay a visit at the warehouse we'd been in.  Great 
scorcher that, guess I owe Rust on the bet (twice the 
value of the explosives he left behind).  Stupid Yaks or 
what?

	Dancer came over to confirm the hack on Hernadez while 
Dew mind probed old Foley.  Things were nasty enough.  
What drek scum.  Simple little Yak deal to ice out the 
old manager and take a cut with the new.  Dancer dropped 
a line to an investigative reporter he knew and let Foley 
run for it.  Figured he could beat the Yaks out of town 
and it would fade the heat.

	What a surprise.  The fem wage mage that nuked up the 
razors was there to meet Foley.  And, I kid you not, a 
dragon dropped on both of them.  Looks like she beat 
Rust's explosives, slipped a trace on us here and got 
burned clean away.  And he didn't hold with being 
followed either.  Not good news.  Then, halfway through 
some simple leg work, we get bounced.  Expecting the 
bounce of course (drek, a dragon drops out of the sky and 
you think the run is over?!).

	Of course we have surprise, that aspen leaf comes in 
handy again.  Boijamoy.  Handy isn't the word.  Those 
razors were armed and heavy.  Solid too, they didn't 
worry about Lone Star breaking up the party. Flame 
managed to catch the snitch who fingered his contact.  
Snout they used to call him.  Not good.  Taetzel & 
Aztlan.

	Wire had been sleeping all day so we did a fade while hesh traced down the Chiba clinic that did the fine work 
on Mecurial.  Flame busted up a couple of Yaks, not good 
news until Dew minds 'em.  The Yak is busting up anyone 
who is casing out the New Horizon's neighborhood.  Same 
gang, but that witch the dragon burned was the cut-out.  
They don't know us from Shig.

Problem is that those Aztlanders do know us from Shig.  
Heavy, including that dragon and lots of goons.  Lots of 
neat software and slave driven equipment too.  They're 
coming out after our real client (Mecurial) if we don't 
go in and scotch it.

Too hot.  Way too hot, especially when the Dancer comes 
back with all the details and we figure a work-around.  
Turns out Mecurial has all the dirt sealed away behind a 
wall in her head.  No wonder she doesn't have any 
memories.  Dancer found the key while prowling and made 
a clean off-load after Mecurial saw no other way out.  We 
dump the data and Mecurial isn't hot stuff anymore -- 
just yesterday's old news.

Investigative Reporters can be great friends.  While 
Dancer held the high ground, taking over the computer 
defenses, we extracted a friendly and slid out just as 
the news teams came in.  Lots of fire and a few dropped 
elevators, but we were ghosts in and out.  The reporters 
brought some heavy back-up and it made a good show on the 
news.

Oh, and Lone Star and the City Council shortened the Yak 
horizen (so I'm not a punster, you;?).

Better, with the Yak scamming out of the way, Mecurial 
and her original agent reconciled -- more or less.  
You'll read about the marriage in the cheap sheets.  And 
me, heh, I've got a perm Mecurial back stage pass.  
Doesn't come better.

